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Materials Management seems different…

• Why – motivations and near-term goals
• How – methods and projects
• Ripples – how you might be affected

• Specific practical things to do
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Or is SMM just an old idea with a new name? 
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Why?
A long term goal, a near term focus
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Oregon aims to REDUCE the impact of materials (1st R)
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How?
Follow the money impacts
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Our detective work shows recovery’s potential is limited
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Not everything can realistically be recycled
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Recovery isn’t as good as prevention
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Recycling isn’t always better than disposal
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Even 100% recycling won’t stop extraction
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Every time a door closes…
… another one opens



Oregon also is favor of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th R’s
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Oregon DEQ works across the materials lifecycle, e.g. …
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Ripples
If Materials Management is influential, these things might happen…
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Recovery might be focused on materials that make both 
environmental and economic sense 
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Overall, there would be a more analytical approach….
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…. And ideas that improve life while lowering impacts 
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Recommendations for those of us in…
Solid waste 
Recycling

Circular Economy
Materials Management



Cultivate consensus on big goals

“If you don’t know where you’re 
going, you’ll end up somewhere else”  

- Yogi Berra



As much as possible, work the whole life cycle
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When it comes to metrics, impacts >> weight
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Try NOT to use… …when you could use this .. With policy direction

Weight-based Landfilling rate (tons) Waste generation (tons) Minimize generation

Recycling rate (%) Mass circularity rate (%) Maximize circularity via reduction of 
demand as well as increased 
recycling

Impact-based “Savings” in impact 
measurements

Total impacts from various 
management strategies:
• In impact metrics most 

important to you

a) Find the biggest components of 
total impacts;  and then 

b) Work on those components



Recommendations for anyone 
and everyone



Educate about materials: where they come from, go to…



Follow the R’s in this order…

REDUCE!
Reuse

Recycle
32



Remember, the goal is quality of life, not quantity of 
stuff
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Thank you
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